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Abstract

Lately, on-demand streaming multimedia applications have become very popular. Contemporary personal
computers can handle the load imposed by such multimedia applications on the client side, but the potentially
high number of concurrent users accessing a server represents a generic problem. The multimedia storage system
is responsible for storage and retrieval of multimedia data from storage devices, and plays a vital role for the
performance and scalability of multimedia servers. It deals with issues related to data placement, scheduling, file
management, continuous data delivery, buffer management, prefetching, etc., and with the particular demands
of multimedia applications, such as real-time characteristics, large file sizes, high data rates, and several data
sources. Performing these tasks and supporting these requirements appropriately are burdened by an increasing
speed mismatch between processors and the most prolific and affordable storage devices, – magnetic disks –, and
by the introduction of new requirements in new multimedia scenarios.

In this article, we give a survey of storage system support for continuous media applications and discuss issues
related to integration of different mechanisms for the future multimedia storage systems.

1 Introduction

In the last years, there has been a tremendous growth in the use of Internet services. In particular, the world-wide
web and applications like News- and Video-on-Demand have become very popular where the estimated fraction
digital multimedia data of the total available data stored will increase to about 50% in 2005 [38]. Thus, the
number of users, as well as the amount of data each user downloads or streams from servers in the Internet, is
rapidly increasing. Today, contemporary mid-price personal computers are capable of handling the load that such
multimedia applications impose on the client system. However, the potentially (very) high number of concurrent
users that download data from Media-on-Demand (MoD) servers represents a generic problem for this kind of
client-server applications.

When designing and implementing a storage system for such a system, several questions must be asked, e.g.,
what kind of storage device to use, how to order the requests, where to put data, how to manage memory, how to
deal with overload situations, what kind of meta-data (index) structures to use, etc. The decisions made for each
subcomponent are often dependent on the expected access patterns, but also on the choices made for the other
components, i.e., some design alternatives might be contradicting. The multimedia storage system is responsible
for storage and retrieval of multimedia data from storage devices. Thus, it deals with issues for example related
to data placement, scheduling, file management, continuous data delivery, memory buffering, prefetching, etc.
However, the storage system has for a long time been viewed upon as one of the main bottlenecks in high data
rate multimedia systems. This is because compared to the increased performance of processors and networks,
storage devices have become only marginally faster1. The effect of this increasing speed mismatch is the search
for new storage structures, and storage and retrieval mechanisms with respect to the file system. Additionally, in a

1From year 1990 to 2000, the high performance disks have improved for example capacity from about 1 GB to 35 GB, spindle speed from
about 5400 RPM to about 15.000 RPM, seek time from about 5.5 ms to 2 ms, and transfer rate from about 28 Mbps to 392 Mbps [26, 42, 88].
However, the Intel processors, for example, have improved from 486 (about 25-50 MHz) to pentiumIV (about 1.4-1.5 GHz) in the same period
where the data buss width is also increased from 32 to 64 bits [21, 41]. Thus, disks have had large improvements in capacity and data density,
but the disk bandwidth improvements are an order of magnitude smaller than the CPU improvements.
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multimedia scenario, new requirements are introduced as continuous media data are different from discrete data,
e.g., they may have real-time characteristics, large file sizes, high data rates, and several data sources.

Early work on storage system issues addressed different solutions for mechanisms providing like fairness
between tasks, increased total system performance, etc. However, as one can see, multimedia system support
raises several additional requirements compared to systems handling discrete data only. There are different ways
to achieve continuous media support. Multimedia applications are often characterized as (soft) real-time applica-
tions, because they require timely behavior. Thus, each task require periodic operations giving a certain amount
of data each time interval. However, variable bit rate (VBR) coding schemes like MPEG complicates the periodic
behavior. Video frames are (usually) generated in a fixed frequency, but the size of each frame and even the frame
patterns in the group of picture (GOP) varies [29]. Within an MPEG GOP, we have I-, B-, and P-frames all having
different dependencies and sizes, and the size of each coded frame is dependent of the amount of scene changes
between each frame, e.g., an action scene might give larger frames compared to a constant landscape view scene.
Moreover, user interactions also makes it hard to predict future resource requirements, and this trend will prob-
ably continue as multimedia data is more frequently used to represent information in a user-friendly way. Thus, a
multimedia storage system must take into account the storage capacity as well as bandwidth capacity for optimal
utilization of the devices.

In [38], several existing techniques (e.g., scheduling, prefetching, and caching) and strategic research directions
(e.g., exploiting data access pattern) are pointed out for storage systems where it is believed that the fraction of
storage systems dealing with digital multimedia data will increase heavily in the future. In this article, we address
several of these techniques and give an overview over recent developments in storage system support for multi-
media applications, i.e., both means for increasing the performance and supporting the necessary time sensitive
operations of multimedia servers. Several issues of real-time retrieval from disks for multimedia streaming have
been explained in [34], and many research groups have looked into real-time and continuous media storage systems
mechanisms. It is therefore not possible to address all proposed solutions in detail in a single paper. Instead, this
survey is meant to serve as an “entry-point” for further studies where we give some examples and pointers (ref-
erences) to more literature. Additionally, we try to (theoretically) integrate the different mechanisms for a future
multimedia storage system by discussing the different properties of the mechanisms proposed in literature and see
how they fit together.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes multimedia application requirements, and
Section 3 presents various disk scheduling algorithms. In Section 4, we address several aspects of placing data
on storage devices. Section 5 describes different buffer management mechanisms, and extensions to traditional
file meta-data structures are presented in 6. Issues for designing an system integrating several of the proposed
mechanisms are addressed in Section 7. Finally, we summarize and give an outline for further research in Section 8.

2 Requirements

In this section, we briefly discuss the requirements that multimedia applications impose. Typically, data is written
once and read many times sequentially, i.e., at least in the class of on-Demand applications. Furthermore, the
classification and evolution of multimedia applications often can be done via two parameters or axes:

• The data structure going from linear data like traditional movies to branched, non-linear data where the
user may choose different paths through the presentation.

• Coming applications have an increasing amount of interaction going from unidirectional applications to
bidirectional applications.

The common direction is that we are going from analog distribution of linear data (TV broadcasts) through di-
gital, personalized retrieval of linear data (true VoD, etc.), retrieval of branched data (interactive VoD), towards
interaction with variable data (games, virtual words, etc.). As one can see, there exist several types of applica-
tions with slightly different requirements, but in general, a multimedia application additionally has the following
characteristics/requirements compared to traditional applications:

1. Real time characteristics: The retrieval, computation, and presentation of continuous media is time-
dependent. The data must be presented (read) before a well-defined deadline with small jitter only. Thus,
algorithms for the storage and retrieval of such data must consider time constraints, and additional buffers to
smooth the data stream must be provided.
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2. Large file sizes and high data rates: Compared to text and graphics, video and audio have very large
storage space and playout rate requirements. Since the file system has to store information ranging from
small, unstructured units like text files to large, highly structured data units like video and associated audio,
it must manage the data on disk in a way that efficiently uses the limited storage device capacity. For
example, uncompressed CD-quality stereo audio requires storage and delivery of 44100 16-bit samples per
second per stereo channel (about 1.4 Mbps) [102]. Low but acceptable quality compressed video requires at
least about 1 Mbps for example using MPEG-1, and an MPEG-2 DVD quality video stream requires about
3.5 Mbps in average [67].

3. Multiple data streams: A multimedia system must support different media simultaneously. Not only must
it ensure that all of them get a sufficient share of the resources, it also must consider tight relations between
different streams arriving from different sources or files. The retrieval of a movie, for example, requires the
processing and synchronization of both audio and video.

Thus, in addition to traditional requirements like efficiency (high performance) and fairness, a multimedia system
introduces several new requirements [68, 87]. For the first class of applications, playing back a linear data object
sequentially, requirements like high throughput and no synchronization skew are important (a user can normally
tolerate a short startup delay), but as we go to more interactive applications requirements like low latency becomes
increasingly more important. It is therefore important to tune the multimedia storage system for high performance
to support an optimal (maximum) number of clients, to give required data rates in order to support continuous
playout of time-dependent data, and to support interactive applications by having high responsiveness. In the rest
of this survey, we address some of the approaches and mechanisms proposed for disk-based storage systems to
approach the demanding multimedia application requirements.

3 Disk Scheduling

The disk is an exclusive, non-preemptable device, i.e., it serves one request at a time. Thus, requests must be sorted
and multiplexed in the temporal domain according to system characteristics to achieve maximum performance.
Originally, disk scheduling was employed to reduce latency, or increase throughput or efficiency [33], but with
the advent of real-time and multimedia applications, additional requirements emerged, which the existing disk
scheduling algorithms were unable to meet [79]. For instance, playing back continuous multimedia like audio
and video from disk requires periodic retrieval of data, and each requested piece of data must be delivered within
a certain deadline to ensure continuous presentation. In a multi-user system, distributing the bandwidth of the
storage subsystem also becomes important. With the introduction of interactive, mixed-media applications, such
as Learning-on-Demand (LoD) applications [112], the requirements on the disk scheduler become even more
complex. In other words, disk scheduling algorithms for multimedia applications must optimize special multimedia
data criteria in addition to the traditional criteria, i.e., QoS has become a central issue in disk scheduling [33,
101]. Nevertheless, the performance goals are still of importance, since continuous multimedia data often impose
considerable requirements with respect to disk throughput. Thus, the disk scheduler now has to help ensuring high
throughput, QoS support, and low latency in a multi-user environment characterized by non-homogeneous and
varying workloads. In addition, these requirements are partly contradicting, meaning that trade-offs must be made.
For instance, the need for low latency is generally in contradiction to the need for efficient disk reads. The reason
for this is that while higher throughput is achieved by minimizing disk head movement through ordering of the
requests, low latency is achieved by serving requests immediately and often out of order, i.e., without taking the
placement of the data into consideration. Thus, long seek operations, and thereby reduced throughput, may be the
result.

In our study of disk scheduling, we have chosen to classify the existing algorithms according to the purpose
for which they are designed, and we four main classes:

• Performance-oriented algorithms which only focus on optimizing performance, i.e., increasing throughput
and reducing latency. Some well known examples are first come first served (FCFS) [104], shortest seek
time first (SSTF) [104], SCAN (elevator) [27], LOOK [65], VSCAN [31], and shortest access time first
(SATF) [49].

• Real-time algorithms which are intended for use in real-time environments, i.e., servicing disk requests
within given deadlines. Examples here include earliest deadline first (EDF) [58], SCAN-EDF [78], and
priority SCAN (PSCAN) [16].
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• Stream-oriented algorithms handling retrieval of continuous data streams. Several proposed algorithms
exist, e.g., the scheduler in the continuous media file system (CMFS) [3, 69], grouped sweep scheduling
(GSS) [119], BubbleUp [19], T-scan [22], batched SCAN (BSCAN) [53], buffer-inventory-based dynamic
scheduling (BIDS) [72], and greedy-but-safe earliest-deadline-first (GS_EDF) [108].

• Mixed-media algorithms which recognize that different disk requests may have different requirements with
respect to service level. Cello [95, 96], massively-parallel and real-time storage (MARS) [13], fair mixed-
media scheduling (FAMISH) [80], deadline sensitive SCAN [39], the disk scheduler in Fellini [62], delta
L [11], and adaptive disk scheduler for mixed-media workloads (APEX) [60] are some examples.

In addition, some priority-based disk scheduling algorithms exist. Support for priorities is, however, orthogonal
to the classification above, and we will therefore present those algorithms within the existing four classes. As the
two last classes of algorithms are primarily designed for applications supporting multimedia data (and the first two
may have several shortcomings), we look a bit closer into these.

With the introduction of continuous media like audio and video, new requirements for data delivery arose, i.e.,
pure performance-oriented and pure deadline-driven algorithms will fail during high workloads. Therefore, several
stream-oriented disk scheduling algorithms have been proposed, i.e., schedulers that are primarily optimized for
handling retrieval of continuous data streams. Compared to the real-time scheduling algorithms, these algorithms
often focus less on deadlines, and instead rely on periodicity of the requests (the requests are typically served
in fixed-length rounds) and fair allocation of disk bandwidth. These stream-oriented algorithms normally try to
consider efficiency, and to a certain extent work-conservation. Furthermore, they typically offer a statistical real-
time or throughput only guarantee, based on periodic requests, but with no support for request dropping, priorities,
or deadlines. However, given that these algorithms are targeted at delay-sensitive data, the lack of support for
deadlines is compensated by careful load control usually through admission control and by the fact that the load is
uniform, e.g., all requests are for video data.

During the last years applications presenting both discrete and continuous media, and thus providing differ-
ent service classes, have emerged. Disk scheduling for mixed-media workloads has therefore become an active
research area. Common in most of these algorithms is that they have a hierarchical (typically two-level) design,
where one level ensures efficient usage of the disks, while another level handles QoS and differentiation of service
classes. Some of these algorithms rely on the proportional share allocation paradigm, while still offering QoS
guarantees. This is possible since they use a fixed set of service classes (i.e., queues), and the weight of each queue
is carefully controlled. Thereby, the relative share of the bandwidth for a queue becomes equal to the absolute
share, and QoS guarantees can be given. The number of service classes increased from best effort only to two
(discrete and continuous) and even to an arbitrary number of service classes supporting different services to be
more flexible. Furthermore, some of these schedulers are priority-based, device idle time is often minimized by
using work-conservation, and to avoid overload situations some include admission control.

As shown in the previous subsections, there are a lot of different disk scheduling algorithms suitable for differ-
ent purposes and workload scenarios. The two last classes of algorithms, i.e., stream-oriented and mixed-media,
are most appropriate for managing multimedia data. Stream-oriented algorithms are primarily targeted for peri-
odic access for a continuous playout of an audio or video stream, whereas mixed-media aim for both discrete and
continuous multimedia data requests at the same time. The stream-oriented algorithms mainly address playout
of continuous media, i.e., requirements like high guaranteed throughput of a stream. However, as the requests
often are served in rounds, low latency support is neglected. In some mixed media algorithms, separate high-level
queues can be applied to support low latency interactions by inserting these requests into the head of the low-level
scheduling queue.

There exists schedulers aimed for most purposes. However, new disk devices have a lot of “intelligence” [116],
and one does not necessarily know exactly where a block is stored. The devices therefore often have a build-in
hardware version of SCAN to optimize performance, and future disk scheduling research could maybe exploit
these new capabilities.

4 Data Placement

Data placement policies aim to improve the efficiency of the storage system by proper placement of data elements
on the storage device(s). In this section, we describe placement policies for both single and multiple devices. e.g.,
single device block allocation, striping, replication, and load balancing.
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4.1 Block Allocation

As mentioned above, the seek overhead is usually the dominant factors in disk access time. Optimizing block
placement according to disk mechanics and retrieval patterns to minimize average data retrieval time has been an
active research area for a long time, e.g., [40], and several placement policies have been proposed:

• Scattered (random): data elements were initially placed on arbitrary disk blocks regardless of disk charac-
teristics and access patterns, but this policy is often regarded as inappropriate due to possibly large numbers
of intra-file seeks in multimedia streaming scenarios having I/O requests spanning several blocks. However,
random placement policies are used for a mixed media, heterogeneous disk scenario [8, 54, 83]. It is shown
that using random placement of replicas on random disk gives performance equally to conventional striping
schemes (at the cost of replicating data) [84]. Additionally, under highly multiplexed workloads, the disk
head will typically read only a single (large) disk block for the particular file. Thus, one approach to achieve
disk efficiency is to use large blocks and make no particular effort to store them contiguously, but rather rely
on replication and wide striping to handle bottlenecks due to highly multiplexed nodes [46].

• Contiguous: this policy tries to store all blocks of a file contiguously on disk, i.e., no intra-file seeks is
necessary when reading the data sequentially. When reading a single multimedia file, contiguity of the data
blocks is therefore considered advantageous. Thus, the contiguous placement policy is a nice solution for
read-only (updates may require a rewrite of the whole file) and exclusive (accesses to different files give
large seeks) device accesses. However, a multimedia server often must replace data due to popularity, and
it usually has multiple concurrent clients. A pure contiguous block placement strategy may therefore not be
desirable. Nevertheless, some variations of this exist. For example, blocks can be tried stored contiguously
in the case of multimedia files whereas with other types of files no attempt is done to optimize the placement,
i.e., the blocks are mixed without any overhead [76, 77]. An additional abstraction can be added to assist
multimedia applications, as in the case of the data type dependent modules of Symphony [91]. Small, page-
sized blocks that are stored contiguously allow an efficient mapping and unmapping of disk space into main
memory, and allows finely granular decisions for buffering [37, 62].

• Extent-based: this is an adaption of the contiguous policy where an extent is a physically linear series of
blocks and can therefore be read without repositioning the head [43]. The files are partitioned into multiple
extents (giving better support for interleaved operations), and each field in the meta data structure (inode)
usually points to a series of blocks (start offset and number of adjacent blocks) reducing number of inode
lookups when reading. Several of file systems use this allocation policy, e.g., the XFS [98, 118], JFS [99,
103], and Minorca [113] file systems.

• Cylinder-based: the disk is organized in cylinder groups, and blocks are allocated close to each other to
avoid long intra-file seeks (similar to extents) if possible, i.e., a global policy then decides which cylinder
group to place a file in, and a local policy tries to put all data blocks in the same cylinder group and if
possible at rotational optimal positions. To avoid fragmentation and different loaded cylinder groups, the
data block allocation is shifted to a different cylinder group every few MB. This is for example used in the
Fast File System (FFS) [64].

• Log-structured: a sequential, append-only log as is used as the only on-disk structure, i.e., all file system
data is stored in a single, contiguous log. The idea relies on newer, larger buffer caches that will usually
hold the required data blocks in memory when requested and assumes that allocation of new blocks is a
bottleneck. Thus, to optimize writes, the next available block is allocated giving a minimum seek time when
writing. This is for example used in the log-structured file system (LFS) [18, 63, 81, 89].

• Zoned: disk characteristics and average position of the disk arm is used to find a suitable block. For example,
the organ-pipe placement policy tries to put the most frequently accessed blocks, regardless of which file it
belongs to, close to the center of the disk. This would for example mean placing and periodically rearranging
popular video clips into the center cylinders of the disk as proposed in several schemes [1, 32, 82, 111].
To compensate for the zoned disks, skewed organ-pipe policy, moves the most frequently accessed blocks
slightly outward on the disk platter according to the capacity differences between the zones. This policy is
used in [105]. Other zoned placement policy examples include the near constant transfer time (NCTT) [51]
and track-pairing [7].

• Constrained: these policies tries to take advantage of sequential access patterns and thereby reduce seek
overhead by restricting the average distance between consecutive blocks in number of cylinders [3]. For
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example, REBECA [36] partitions the disk in regions and place consecutive multimedia objects in the next
adjacent region to minimize seek time at the cost of start-up latency. The strand-based model [76,77] derives
the storage granularity and scattering parameters by using device characteristics and playback rate, and data
retrieved in an operation is stored contiguously (as a strand), and each strand is placed on disk according to
a maximum calculated seek time between consecutive strands, i.e., a maximum scatter value, to guarantee
continuous retrieval and data playout.

Block allocation mainly address disk efficiency and not latency, i.e., many data placement strategies have been
proposed to reduce seek time and achieve a high disk bandwidth. Which one is best depends on access pattern,
but there are some important general observations. In a server, multiple streams will be concurrently played out,
and the order of the I/O operation, both with respect to current playout position and media object, is very hard to
predict. Thus, schemes using strict assumptions about access patterns may be optimized for a certain sequence
of I/O operations, but may fail if there are only small differences according to the assumptions. Additionally, the
probability of reading a whole file continuously (as one long I/O operation) is very small, i.e., a pure continuous
block allocation will give large seeks over whole files for each access t to a different file. What’s important is to
have as small seeks as possible per operation, i.e., data retrieved as one operation should be stored continuously or
at least close. This favors techniques like extent-based (or cylinder based) placement2, e.g., one extent per typical
I/O operation. How large each extent should be and where each extent is placed on disk is another issue. For
example, in a variable bit rate (VBR) scenario, conventional fixed-sized clusters correspond to varying amounts
of time, depending on the achieved compression [5]. Alternatively, the system can store data in clusters that
correspond to a fixed amount of time, with a variable cluster size, to better support round based retrieval. Constant
retrieval time of each constant time, variable sized segment can for example be achieved using the different zones
on a disk, e.g., like NCTT [51]. Additionally, compressed data might not correspond to an even number of disk
sectors, which introduces the problem of packing data [34].

4.2 Journaling

Journaling provides fast crash recovery by maintaining a journal of write operations [18, 43, 100, 103]. All write
operations are logged in such journals in the order in which they were performed. In case of a system reboot after
a crash, all write operations that are reported in the journal are validated, the ones that are missing are invalidated,
which leaves the file system in a consistent state. The amount of logging data for one write operation is independent
of the number of blocks written in the operation, so the overhead for writing large amounts of data at once is much
lower than that for frequent small writes. Usually, logging information is kept in memory until a block-size amount
has been collected, and then flushed to disk. Thus, because writing of the journal and writing the actual data is
interleaved, and keeping the journal on the same disk increases the seek time. Writing the journal to a separate
disk maintains the write performance of an equivalent unjournalized file system. Although this variation increases
the failure probability of the entire system by adding a dependency on another disk, a regular file system check is
still possible in this case. Due to the faster file system checking after crashes and the low overhead for large files,
journaling is a feature that is also found in multimedia file systems.

Journaling applies to a general requirement of service availability as it reduces restart times. Which type of
journals that is best suited depends how it places the journal information as it should preferably not affect the
performance of the application I/O operations.

4.3 Multiple Disks Issues

The bandwidth capacity of a single disk would also strongly limit the number of concurrent users in a multimedia
scenario. One approach approach to overcome the bandwidth bottleneck is to scatter different segments of a file
across multiple disks using some kind of data striping or data interleaving [30, 33]. Another approach is to use
replication to distribute several copies of a file to different disks.

4.3.1 Striping and Interleaving

For many years, striping [59, 74] (also called wide or full striping) has been the primary technique when reading
multimedia data from disks where data blocks are spread over all devices in the storage system and all devices
are accessed in parallel during an I/O operation increasing the effective transfer rate. The redundant arrays of

2Or in some cases, even a random placement with a large block size might be sufficient.
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inexpensive disks (RAID) technology [20,74] has addressed both performance and reliability issues. The streaming
RAID [109] uses a grouping approach where where stripes are grouped in consecutive segments to achieve good
performance. Furthermore, in the case of multimedia server environments, block-interleaved schemes like RAID-5
are more cost effective compared to bit-interleaved schemes like RAID-3 [71].

However, disk performance has improved considerably, and new compression algorithms for multimedia data
have to some extent reduced bandwidth requirements3. Therefore, several refinements to the simple striping
scheme have been proposed, which serve a request without necessarily involving all disks in the array. Data
interleaving [33] (also called compound striping [25]) is a technique where the media files are stored across a set
of disks, and the simplest form store each successive block is on successive disks in a round-robin manner. Other
approaches to interleaving are staggered striping [6], where data is striped over possible overlapping disk groups,
and scalable stream pumping [117], where all data blocks are stored on successive disks and successive zones.

Two important parameters when implementing a disk array for a multimedia storage server are the stripe
unit size and the degree of striping for optimal resource utilization. In [110], experiments using a fixed- and
variable-sized block placement policy are performed to determine optimal stripe unit size. To achieve maximum
utilization, [94] proposes a scheme where the array is partitioned and data is striped across single-disk partitions.
Results presented in [35] suggest similar policies, because one-disk stripe groups have better performance with
respect to throughput and wasted bandwidth. Thus, using small stripes (as long as playout rate can be serviced)
is more efficient with respect to total storage system I/O bandwidth, because only one or a few disks have to pay
the overhead of moving the disk head for a particular request and concurrent requests can therefore be served in
parallel.

4.3.2 Replication

A performance increase of the servers themselves beyond single file retrieval optimization can be achieved by
replication, i.e., to guarantee availability and to overcome limits in the number of concurrent accesses to individual
titles. Several schemes are proposed:

• Static: Content files are duplicated explicitly, by storing the file on multiple machines and providing the
user with a choice of access points. This is frequently done in the Internet today. Automatic replication of
the relatively small and frequently accessed read-only system files for load balancing among file servers has
been proposed in [85], and a static placement policy that uses estimated load information for the placement of
video objects is proposed in [25]. This static placement policy is complementary to the proposed replication,
as it reduces, but cannot eliminate, dynamic imbalances.

• Dynamic segment: Read-only, equally-sized segment of a movie can be dynamically replicated according
to the number prespecified threshold for the number of concurrent read requests [23].

• Threshold-based dynamic: Whole continuous media files are replicated, and all disks of the system and
the probability of new requests is taken into account to determine whether a movie should be replicated or
a replica should be deleted [57]. A number of variations is proposed, e.g., injected sequential, piggybacked
sequential, injected parallel, piggybacked parallel and piggybacked and injected parallel replication.

• Partial: This is based on the observation that if there were a number of consecutive requests for the same
video, and if the blocks read in by the first request were copied to another disk, it would be possible to
switch the following requests to the partial replica just created [25]. This technique was introduced for load
balancing in multimedia systems.

• Random: Replicas are created and deleted randomly, and in its basic application, differences in access
frequency to the different files is not taken into account. This policy has for a long time been viewed upon
as inappropriate, but as user behavior is hard to predict several studies have tried random placement and
replication, e.g., [8, 54, 83].

Replication address requirements like availability and latency, and can be an important means to increase perform-
ance if used appropriately. As more copies of a data element exists on several devices, the systems is more reliable
to failures, and long waiting times for an overloaded device can be avoided by accessing another replica. Which
mechanism to chose might depend on several factors like frequency of popularity shift, size of files or objects,
etc. Thus, the applied replication mechanism should take these parameters into account, because it is expensive to
replicate and copy multimedia data elements.

3At least compared to older video steams with the same quality. Though, the number of streams have increased making the total bandwidth
requirement higher.
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4.3.3 Load Balancing

Using data interleaving where only a few disks are accessed for each I/O operation may cause load imbalance as
all concurrent requests may come to the same group of disks where others are left unused. Replication (described
above) is one way to deal with load imbalance resulting in low overall performance and high latencies, but several
other approaches are proposed. For example, the problem assigning media streams to disks to achieve a balanced
disk array load is addressed in [25, 94, 114]. To determine imbalance across partitions, [94] presents a model to
determine which partition sizes that best utilize the resources. The DASD dancing load balancing policy [114,115]
determines if the most frequently accessed files can be played out from memory, how to best assign and replicate
them to striped disk groups, and to shift existing streams to another replica stored on another disk group if a disk
group becomes overloaded. The generalized staggered distributed data layout (G-SDCL) data layout policy [14]
tries to avoid hot spots in the disk array (or in the pool of storage nodes) supporting arbitrary playout modes in
various speeds. Data is interleaved using round-robin, but for each round, the cyclic layout is staggered, i.e.,
the first data segment in each round is not stored on the same disk. The prime round-robin (PRR) placement
scheme [56] is similar to G-SDCL, and both these schemes try to avoid load imbalance by introducing a rounding
distance based on a (prime) number to distribute disk accesses evenly at any retrieval speed.

5 Buffer Management

In multimedia applications, due to the high data consumption rate data is often replaced before it might be re-
used [12]. Thus, using a complex, computational expensive caching or page replacement algorithm might be
wasted, and a traditional algorithm as described in [28, 104] might be applied. Nevertheless, in some multimedia
applications where data often might be reused, proper replacement algorithms may increase performance, i.e., in-
creasing system throughput and latency of new requests, and in multimedia scenarios, we classify the algorithms
into two classes:

• Block-based: block-based caching and replacement algorithms is usually implemented in todays systems
using a variant of least recently used (LRU), where each block is evaluated independently when a block is
to be replaced. In the context of multimedia systems, algorithms like least/most relevant for presentation
(L/MRP) [66] are proposed where parameters like presentation mode and presentation point are considered.
Other variations of L/MRP include Q-L/MRP [44] and MPEG-L/MRP [9].

• Stream-based: this policy tries to minimize disk accesses based on the observation that if there were a num-
ber of consecutive requests for the same video they would issue the same requests in a short period of time.
Caching is then performed by keeping data for a stream which follows temporarily close to another stream
of the same object in memory. Some examples are the (generalized) interval caching [24, 25], distance [70]
and SHR [50].

Even though data might be replaced before it can be reused due to high data rates, one should try to gain benefit
from caching in order to reduce disk operations. On the server side, a complex, block-based algorithm will often
be too CPU intensive [44], but stream-oriented algorithms making cache decisions based on the distance between
clients might be appropriate. Additionally, as the number of heterogeneous devices with different capabilities
increases, support for strided access as a generalization of the stream-oriented approach can be an interesting
research direction. This is for example useful in systems having multi-protocol support and scalable content, e.g.,
layer dropping in Priority Progress Streaming [55], .

Another aspect of buffer management is when data is retrieved form the storage devices. Usually, demand
paging will be inappropriate in high data rate, low latency applications like multimedia streaming systems. There-
fore, prefetching data from disk to memory is better suited to support continuous play-back of time-dependent
data types. Prefetching is a mechanism to preload data from slow, high-latency storage devices such as disks to
fast, low-latency storage like main memory. This reduces the response time of a data read request dramatically
and increases the disk I/O bandwidth as more data is usually retrieved in one operation. Obviously, knowledge
(or estimations) about application behavior might be used for both replacement and prefetching, and many of the
existing file systems optimize disk accesses by using a read-ahead mechanism if sequential reads are performed.
In the case of multimedia presentations, a prefetching mechanism can very often take advantage of the sequential
access pattern and several mechanisms are proposed. For example, L/MRP [66] calculates the relevance values
to maximum (one) for a given interval in front of the current playout position, and all data units which have a
relevance value of one are prefetched into memory. A similar read-ahead mechanism is presented in [2] retrieving
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data before it is requested if the system determines that the accesses are sequential. In [106], assuming a linear
playout of the continuous data stream, the data needed in the next period (determined by a trade-off between the
maximum concurrent streams and the initial delay) is prefetched into a shared buffer. Additionally, models for
preloading data according to the loading and consuming rate and the available amount of buffers are described
in [77,120]. How to prefetch data in a multimedia scenario, is of course again dependent of access patterns. Thus,
a simple read-ahead-like mechanism can often be sufficient in a pure playout application like NoD, VoD, or LoD.
The amount of data data to prefetch should be a trade-off between data rate, retrieval rate and available buffers.

6 File System Meta-Data Structures

File systems use a data structure to hold meta-data, like file name, size, owner, permissions, etc., and data pointers
to storage blocks for a file. Traditionally, UNIX-like systems have used i-nodes (having direct, indirect, double
indirect, and triple indirect block pointers) and Windows systems used FAT (having an uni-directional linked
list) [104]. However, these systems need many meta-data structure lookups when reading a file, i.e., one per block.
Systems supporting extent-based allocation have also modified the metadata structure. Instead of having a pointer
to each block, the meta-data structure points to the extent, e.g., having a pointer to the first block and a counter
holding the length of the extent [43] like in XFS [118] and Minorca [113]. In Windows NTFS [100], the master
file table has a record for each file where block runs are defined in the same way as extents, i.e., a start address
and the number of adjacent blocks. These meta-data structures reduce the number of lookups, the chains of data
structures to track allocated blocks, and reduce the size of the file system meta-data. In other words, the request
latency and the required number of disk operations reading meta-data are reduced.

Additionally, a many file systems provide space for meta-data for file specific tasks. The following three
approaches to an implementation and use of this meta-data can be found:

• Application meta data: application-relevant-only information which comprises typically information about
the type of format, data rates, extended access rights, or information relevant for copyright questions. While
multimedia file systems have implemented this for themselves, some standard file systems support this as
well [4, 100].

• Operational meta data: meta-data to change the way in which API calls, and standard API calls in partic-
ular, are processed. It is similar to application meta data, but kernel modules interpret the meta-data as well
and behave in a desired fashion. In Symphony [91], data type information is used to select an appropriate
module, which among other things change the interpretation of block sizes. Tiger Shark [46] retrieves the
default data rate of a file from its meta data and uses this information for data prefetching.

• Integral meta data: information integrated into the structures of the file system itself, i.e., the equivalent of
the Unix VFS inode and block structures. Since timeliness of data access is the main concern of multimedia
file systems, using these structures to provide application with a straight-forward access to temporal units
according to its understanding is typical for this approach [76, 91]. Furthermore, the Video File Server [76]
stores information for the synchronization of sub-streams in integral structures.

7 Putting It All Together

As one can see from the above section, a lot of work exists in the area of multimedia storage systems, and differ-
ent solutions have been proposed for various workloads and applications. Many of the techniques presented have
been developed independently, but the overall performance of a storage system can only be evaluated when the
appropriate set of techniques is integrated into a complete storage system. We consider the integration of these
techniques, to increase performance and flexibility for a mixed interactive workload, the main future research chal-
lenge. Storage systems that integrate several subcomponents have been developed in the past. The term chosen for
such integrated systems has been inconsistent (e.g., file system, file server, storage server), but applications access
all of these systems through file system abstractions. The file systems that are used for multimedia applications
can be divided into three groups:

• General file systems such as FAT [100], NTFS [100], Ext2 [15, 97], and FFS [64] are not designed for a
specific application area, but are meant to support all applications. Since this generality comprises multime-
dia applications, the performance of general file systems provides a benchmark for specific multimedia file
systems.
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• Multimedia file systems try to address the requirements described in Section 2. Examples for such file sys-
tems are the Video File Server [76], Shark [45], Everest [37], CMFS [61], Fellini [62], Symphony [91], Tiger
Shark [46], Minorca [113], ERTFS [48], PMFS [73], and MiPFS [17]. The main distinguishing factor of
multimedia applications is thus that they have soft real-time constraints. In the design of many file systems,
this demand has been addressed by focusing on scheduling. Systems have been designed exclusively for
streaming [37,45,46,48,61,76], for a combination with a second non real-time class to accommodate mixed
workloads [17, 62], and for serving several application classes [60, 91].

• High performance file systems such as GPFS [86], CXFS [98], Frangipani [107], GFS [75], PPFS [47],
Exemplar [10], and ELFS [52] are primarily designed for applications that require reading and writing of
large amounts of data in a very short time. Typical examples are experiments in physics and large scale sim-
ulations. In contrast to multimedia file systems, timeliness needs not be guaranteed, but overall performance
must be maximized. Newly developed high performance file systems concentrate on this task, while high
performance file systems that are derived from multimedia file systems [86,98] have gained scalability while
continuing to support resource reservation. However, because of their high performance for large amounts
of data, even those newly developed file systems can be used for multimedia applications and compete with
multimedia file systems.

As multimedia applications become more interactive and include write operations, we should consider high per-
formance file system features. For example, matrix operations is a feature that is not frequently required in mul-
timedia applications. However, it will be useful there and important in I/O intensive access pattern found in high
performance applications. It leads to strided reading and writing or other non-contiguous reading and writing that
follows well-known patterns. Many high performance file systems support this ability by providing a separate
API [52], or also by detection of patterns [10, 86, 98].

A comprehensive approach to modernize multimedia file systems is also supported by Shenoy’s analysis of
new requirements, which include the need for integrated file systems that support a variety of applications [90].
Furthermore, he considers server-independent, self-healing, self-managing networked file systems a new goal, and
predicts that more functions will be off-loaded to processors on the disk. Although storage area network (SAN)
and network attached storage (NAS) products are already claiming such abilities, Haskin has pointed to limitations
in current systems that led to the integrated approach followed by GPFS [86].

Some previous work focuses on one single part of the storage system only, and one large challenge is therefore
to integrate suitable subcomponents into one “optimal” system for a particular workload. Typically, the newer of
these storage systems address a larger breadth of workloads and take more subcomponents into account, whereas
the older ones are more restricted. The integration of different mechanisms is, however, not a trivial task, because,
as mentioned earlier, the decisions made for each subcomponent are often dependent on the expected access pat-
terns, but one must also consider the properties of the mechanisms chosen for the other components. Thus, one
must also make all the appropriate choices for each component or mechanism work well together. For example,
the data placement on disk and disk scheduling are tightly coupled as the disk arm movement is dependent on
where each data block is located on the platter. As many scheduling algorithms give shortest access time to data
blocks near the center of the disk, e.g., (skewed) organ pipe placement, the most popular data could be placed ac-
cording to this property of the scheduling algorithms. On the other hand, if one also applies a buffer management
algorithm that tries to keep the most frequently accessed data in memory, e.g., generalized interval caching [25],
L/MRP [66] etc., such a data placement strategy will in many cases be wasted, as the requested data probably
resides in memory, and the disk is not accessed. Furthermore, such block reorganizations according to popularity
is expensive and should be minimized in many cases. However, dynamic block reorganizations can still be useful.
For example, scalability can be increased by dynamic reorganization at block granularity spanning several disks
combined with replication. Overload of a single disk by frequent access to individual blocks can be prevented, and
in future interactive applications that include write operations, the problem of partial file locking can be reduced.

Even though some mechanisms have contradicting properties, several mechanisms can be combined in sev-
eral ways to give good storage system performance. One interesting example in our context would be to use a
hierarchical mixed media scheduler where different service classes can be supported, work-conservation removes
device idle time, and disk efficiency is improved sorting all the requests in a round according to the placement on
the platters. As video or audio streams can benefit greatly from sequential prefetching (read-ahead), some kind
of adjacent block placement should be used to minimize intra-request seeks. A pure continuous placement results
in large “file-sized” seeks as several files are retrieved in parallel, i.e., a type of extent-based placement could be
appropriate where the extent size should be large enough to avoid intra-request seeks, but small enough to allow
efficient inter-file seeks.
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If possible, one should additionally try to gain benefit from caching. However, the data rates in multimedia
scenarios are high, and the benefits might be small as data might be replaced before it can be reused. A complex,
block-based, CPU intensive algorithm like L/MRP should therefore not be used in a server, but stream-oriented
algorithms making cache decisions based on the distance between clients might be appropriate.

With respect to index structures, the number of accesses to find the address of the requested data blocks can
be reduced using some kind of “extent info” holding pointers to several continuous blocks in one entry in the
structure, e.g., location of first block in the extent and a length of the extent [103, 113]. Very application-specific
index structures [76], on the other hand, are hard to adapt to new application requirements and should be avoided
for future integrated file systems.

To specify multimedia specific information to the file system, applications access the storage system through
the system call interface to the operating system. This can be solved either by using an entirely proprietary API [45,
61, 62, 73, 76] or by extending the operating system’s standard file system API [46, 86, 91, 98, 103, 113]. However,
experience shows that multimedia file systems can be most easily commoditized when they use (extended) standard
APIs as most applications is implemented on commodity operating systems, and thus simplify the extension of
existing applications.

In the case of a multimedia server, multiple disks usually have to be used to store all data, increase reliability
and fault tolerance, and increase performance. The disks today have each sufficient data rates to support a number
of streams, i.e., striping units should be made as small as possible (as long as playout rates are achieved) due to
overall disk bandwidth utilization. Thus, full striping is no longer needed to achieve high enough bandwidths, but
can be used like staggered striping (together with replication) to distribute the workload on several devices.

8 Summary and Research Directions

Time-dependent multimedia data types, like audio and video, will be a natural part of future applications and in-
tegrated together with time-independent data types, like text, graphics, and images. Commodity operating systems
were originally designed for best-effort applications, and their storage systems do not presently support all the
requirements of multimedia systems. This paper gives a short overview over multimedia related storage system
research. Proposed approaches to increase multimedia support include work in:

• Disk scheduling algorithms sorting requests by considering overall performance (efficiency), time depend-
ent data (deadlines) and several service classes.

• Data placement policies using proper placement of data elements on the storage devices to improved per-
formance. Issues here include block allocation, various striping techniques, replication and load balancing.

• Buffer management trying to use the characteristic access patterns to perform efficient replacement, cach-
ing and prefetching.

• Meta data management where additional multimedia specific information is added, and the data block index
structure is changed to reduce the number of index structure look-ups when reading the file.

• File systems often integrating some of the mechanisms above, but also extending the API for multimedia
specific operations.

It is not clear how future systems will support multimedia applications in a better way, but an emerging trend
is to have systems supporting multiple application classes with heterogeneous performance requirements rather
than pure multimedia systems. One might add such support in a middleware layer at the cost of some run-time
overhead and reduced application isolation [93]. Experiments in [92] also show that an integrated server in most
cases performs better compared to using an integration layer on a partitioned server. In such a file system, the
implementation process will be more complex, but such an integrated system will be easier to administrate and
ease the integration of new service classes.

As the number of application classes increase, we believe that a storage system must be able to manage various
different loads and heterogeneous requirements. To be able to fully support different service classes, all compon-
ents must have appropriate designs and implementations. Thus, research in the area of storage systems should
focus on systems that can automatically and without user intervention adapt to particular workloads by adapting
the data layout, the scheduling strategy and buffer management approaches. Finally, a large amount of existing
work propose different mechanisms and policies, and work remain to be performed in the integration of suitable
mechanisms and see closer how they perform together.
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